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About This Game

Bomight is a short time attack platformer.Find and defeat the purple demon in as short a time as possible.

What you have to to do.

1:Get 3 keys from large enemies.

2:Open the gate with that 3 keys.

3:Defeat the purple demon.
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This game is not free of bugs. I will be blunt to tell you it falls apart from time to time and requires save quit reloads sometimes.
This does not mean the game is un-playable, far from it. Once you get the hang of the somewhat simple tactical conrols of the
fighters this game is very fun. It resembles most 4x style 3d space strategy games like Homeworld. Plenty of free roaming or not
if you choose. The story is hard to follow and is filled with translation gaps because it is a foreighn game. It still has many great
qualities that make it really fun to deck out your crew with good ships and skills and huge space battles that you can find glitches
and cracks to beat the odds, even outnumbered. It is a fun game to play if you like sandbox gameplay and need a side distration
this is a hoot to play.. This was interesting to play for the first half, when I could apply rules, know for sure where something
was supposed to go, and I could work through simply. When more was added it just got more frustrating. As soon as the cross
was added I lost interest in the gameplay and used a walkthrough.
The actual story was great though, I've definitely had conversations similar. There were neat tricks and storytelling devices I've
never seen before, which almost made up for the gameplay. Unless you really like unconventional story or minesweeper, don't
buy it though.. quot;I Saw IT" is more than a game, it transcends what normal humans would call a "Masterpiece". It's pure
beauty and geniality are hard to grasp for those who lacks the sentinent capacity to realize that we are getting closer and closer to
the core of what we ignorantly call our universe, and that (it) is whom will bring us to the explosive conclusion of everything
we've ever known.

It's philosophic genious start right at the loading screen, which is more than the game getting itselft ready so we can't be
consumed by madness after witnessing it's full potential, it's something more. Subtlety, we're giving tips on "controls" for the
game. At first glance, it's just normal controls, but upon closer inspection you realize that it's decieving (the player) into
believing in alternate universes. For instance, (it) says that you can press E to open doors, even though there aren't doors in the
game. You can crouch and jump, but there's no obstacles. You can reload, but there's no bullets. And the most mindblowing of
all, F doesn't turn on your Flashlight, it "Turns on the light".

Scared yet? What could they mean by turning on the lights? Could it mean that we're just pawns on a bigger plan, nothing more
than puppets on a show? It marvelously leaves subtle hints to interpretation and i'm shaking by the mere thought of having to
turn on the lights at home. Would i dare to press F? I'm speechless. This is true Genious.

Our first objective is to find a fireplace and equip a weapon. Notice how the flames are green and burns in thin air, we'll get to it
later. When you equip the Assis Axe of Alderan you soon realize that ((the_player)) holds it between his eyes, which covers a
good amount of the screen. For me it was hard to see because of this, but it's again a subtle criticism about the vanity of men.
Even in a forest far away from society, the player holds this material object like it's himself, and slowly becomes the weapon.
Man. Becomes. War. It gives shivers down my spine.

Our second objective is to find 5 keys. It would be quite a ordinary task, but we soon realize that these keys are hidden inside
monsters. Yes, fellow humans, monsters are real and for achieving true enlightment we have to destroy them mercilessly. So we
do it. There are dozens of corpses around the forest, which we soon realize that aren't the monsters victims, but ours. MBW
(Man Becomes War).

I got tired of writing this♥♥♥♥♥♥the game is awful bye.. This game won't work it keep on exiting out when I try open it but I
would really like to play it.. Awesome! fast paced arcade twin stick shooter

what i liked:
great control over the mech: usng the shield and rockets whit shoulder buttons and flying around feels perfect.
very cool animations
the shield boucing mechanic makes the game incredible fast morphing into a ball
action packed whit explosions everywhere
retro vibe. i want my time back,, u can keep the rest. so far no negative reviews....and i know why...this is gaming 101.

if u have ever played a computer game, watch this.

some of the hair dos', and facial hair are not so cutting edge, but the story is.. i find it funny to play as a cupcake getting donuts,
but i have a problem with this game multiplayer my parter is supposed to fire their own gun and use grappling hook but all the
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controls are for my controller for some except his moving and jumping please fix this so for now gonna have to say no dont play
unless you solo... but then what's the fun. I never thought I'd date so many people.. Pretty good game, although with whatever
update that went on, my file seems to think its a demo now, when I BOUGHT the actual game and have already played through
the whole Mafia route already.

0\/10. What did you do to the game to screw it up so bad? Now it doesn't even close properly. It freezes my whole computer and
I have to restart.

Unfortunately, until the bugs are fixed, I can't recommend it. It's not playable the way it is, for me at least.
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Probably not worth $15 USD but there is something very addictive about this game.. The game itself looks very simple, which it
actually is. I do like this indie title, but mostly for the humor that the developer implemented into it. If you're looking for a game
with good game-play, you may be disappointed with this one as the puzzles are really easy and it's pretty straightforward. While
this game lacks in game-play, at least the humor and story of the game makes up for it by comically poking jabs at modern indie-
game developers and the trends we always see with them.
Overall, if you're looking for a game that is hilarious, pick this one up.. I'm sure some will enjoy this game, I personally just
couldn't get into it. I wouldn't reccomend it but I can't really discourage it's purchase either. There are likely better games to be
bought.. If you like golf or the worms series then buy this game. Prismatica is a color theory puzzle game where colors are
scrambled and you have to rotate the gears to move the colored tiles around until they are in their appropriate places. This
includes their combinations as well (example: If a red and a yellow gear have shared tiles, those tiles will turn orange). There are
four total sections, each with a standard and challenge category of 12 puzzles (so there are a total of 48 puzzles that are the same
in both standard mode and challenge mode). Standard mode gives you your first of three stars for that level, and challenge mode
asks you to finish the same puzzle under a certain number of moves and under a certain amount of time to get the other two
stars. I finished the game with all puzzles at three stars in about 11 hours.

I definitely enjoyed my time with this game. I think it's great that there is a standard and challenge mode. A nice feature they
included is that you don't have to finish both of the challenges at once to get the other two stars. You can focus on one at a time
if you would prefer, because once you complete a task it gives you the star. This is much more preferable to having to be
conscious of the moves you are making, while still moving as quickly as possible. When it came to the challenges, I felt there
were levels that gave you plenty of time/number of moves to complete it, but there were also some others that felt like it didn't
give quite enough wiggle room for mistakes. I did find, however, that after moving forward in standard mode, the challenge
mode for earlier levels became easier to handle because of the extra practice I had gotten, so I recommend continuing standard
or just jumping to a different challenge level if you are having trouble.

The game settings are pretty simple, but this isn't really an issue because of the minimalist nature of the game. There is a button
to toggle music on and off and another button to toggle sound effects on and off. There is also a colorblind mode that puts
symbols over the colors for clearer matching. I ended up muting sound effects because they became a bit irritating to listen to. I
kept the music on because it had enough variation and I enjoyed its upbeat nature. The fanfare that comes with completing a
level filled me with so much joy and satisfaction. It made working through the puzzles very rewarding.

I definitely recommend this game to those who are looking for a short but fun experience that exercises your brain. I felt myself
starting to understand the required rotations necessary to move the tiles where I wanted to (In that respect I very much see how
the Rubik's Cube inspired them), and at the end of each level I felt accomplished and pleased. Some may feel that the price is a
little high with the amount of hours played, so if that's the case go ahead and get it on a sale, but I personally enjoyed the whole
experience enough to say it's worth the full price.. Such a good game. I remember playing this about 15 years ago and always
loved it but could not beat it back then because the puzzles were too complicated for my kid brain then haha. Playing this again
now(so glad they had it on Steam!) brought back so many fond memories. The soundtrack, voices and gameplay are just pure
nostalgia. I definitley reccommend this to anyone who is a fan of 90's PC games that require a bit of puzzle work and trial and
error.
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